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Optoma announces the CinemaX P1 Smart 4K UHD Laser Cinema projector, a compact ultra
short throw number able to project a 120-inch image from around 60cm distance featuring a
built-in soundbar and an integrated smart TV platform.

  

The lamp-free laser light engine and DLP XLR chip inside the CinemaX P1 can produce images
with 3000 lumens brightness and up to 15000000 contrast with Dynamic Black enabled. A fixed
glass lens offers a 0.25:1 throw ratio. The projector also covers REC.2020 and the DCI-P3 wide
colour gamut, and is HDR10 compatible. On the audio side, the built-in NuForce 40W soundbar
features two full range drivers, two woofers and isolated and ported chambers, and supports
Dolby Digital 2.0.

      

The CinemaX P1 carries Smart+ features, allowing for smart home compatibility via Amazon
Alexa and Google Assistant capabilities. IFTTT support provides seamless smart home
automation with smart IoT devices, and the software includes access to popular streaming
services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Video. For further content, an integrated 4K media
player supports MKV, MP4, Dolby Digital and Dolby Digital Plus.

  

Setup comes through a SmartFIT iOS/Android companion app complete with auto geometry
correction and optional 81-point manual adjustment. An included Bluetooth remote provides
control, and HDMI-ARC streamlines setup and reduces cable clutter with 5.1 soundbars. Other
ports include x1 HDMI 2.0 (HDCP 2.2), x1 HDMI 2.0 (HDCP 2.2, HDMI-ARC), x1 HDMI 2.0
(HDCP 2.2, side), x1 USB 2.0 (4K media player), x1 USB 2.0 power (side), x1 USB (service),
optical S/PDIF out, audio out (3.5 mm, subwoofer compatible) and RJ45.
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The CinemaX P1 is shipping now.

  

Go Optoma CinemaX P1
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https://www.optoma.com/us/cinemax-p1/

